Rectification of Hillary Clinton’s Chart
by Marcia Starck
Is Hillary going to be our first female president, or not?
We know that she could be the Democratic nominee in
2016 and has been the first lady of Arkansas, the first lady
of the United States while her husband was president,
the first female Senator from NY, and the United States
Secretary of State from 2009-2013.
Hillary is known for her acute intelligence, as well as her
boundless energy in traveling to so many countries, both
as first lady and as Secretary of State. She is also known
for her hawkish vote on the Iraq war in 2003 when she
was Senator Clinton (for which she has apologized),
her many contributions to women and children all over
the world, her endurance in staying in a marriage with a
husband who was constantly unfaithful. She has not been
a favorite of the progressive community with her support
of Monsanto and her ties to Wall Street, among other
things. She is also known to have an incredible temper
and can be difficult to work with.
How do we see this in her horoscope, which I feel is the
PM chart rather than the AM chart?
(The AM chart is on this page) I do
not see her as a twelfth house Sun but
rather as a fifth house Sun and with a
Cancer ascendant ruled by the Moon
(women and childrens’ issues). Her
Moon in the tenth house seems to fit as
well as the conjunction to Eris, her persona as a warrior woman, as well as her
temper. She also has a Moon shaped
face, which many have remarked on.
I am looking at progressed Moon
aspects as well as solar arc directions to
and transits to the Moon and angles for
some significant dates in her life.
On May 30, 1969, Hillary graduated
from Wellesley and gave the commencement speech, which no other
student had done. Her speech received
a standing ovation for 7 minutes; in it
she criticized the speaker before her,
Senator Brooke. Her progressed Moon
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was 19 Capricorn semi-square to her 5 Pisces MC. Her
solar arc ascendant was almost 22 Cancer trine her natal
Mercury and semi-sextile Saturn. Her solar arc MC was
close to her Moon at 27 Pisces. Transiting URANUS
was 29 Virgo OPPOSING HER MOON with transiting
Jupiter at 26 Virgo. North node by transit was also at 27
Pisces.
She met Bill Clinton at Harvard when she was 24; her
progressed MC came to her Moon by solar arc at that
age. Though he proposed 12 times, she did not get married until she was almost 28.
On October 11, 1975, Hillary and Bill were married. Her
progressed Moon was conjoined Eris, quite a description
of what her marriage would be like! Solar arc ascendant
was 28 Cancer trine her Moon while SA Pallas Athena
was almost conjoined her Moon, indicating that her role
in the marriage was that of the goddess Athena; in fact it
was a political partnership. (Athena was born from the
head of her father Zeus; she was active in the political

and social sphere.) Transiting Mars (Bill) was 28 Gemini
almost on her ascendant while transiting Venus was 4 Virgo conjunct her IC. They had just bought their first house
in Arkansas.
Chelsea was born on February 27,
1980 in Arkansas. Hillary’s solar
arc Moon was exactly conjoined
Ceres, referring to child birth,
while her SA ascendant was
square her Sun, having to incorporate another personality into
her own being. Transiting Sun
was on her MC while transiting
Mars was on her IC, indicating a
lot more energy in her home!
In 1993, Hillary became first lady
of the United States. When Bill
was elected president in November of 1992, her progressed Moon
was on her natal Jupiter. Her solar
arc ascendant was conjoined her
Mars/Pluto conjunction in Leo
with the solar arc Moon square
that conjunction. This was indicative of the battles she
would fight with health care, as well as her needing to
testify to the grand jury in 1996 regarding Whitewater.

north node at 23 Taurus, indicating a new direction in
life. Transiting Saturn at 7 Virgo was on her IC while
Pluto was on her descendant square her Moon; this was a
new and independent venture for
her without her husband.
Progressed Moon was on her
natal Uranus when she was
appointed Secretary of State by
Obama. She began this job in January 2009. The progressed Moon
would soon move into her first
house. Her solar arc Moon was
also 1 degree of Gemini in 2009.
Transiting Pluto was conjoined
her 7th house where it will remain
for a long time.
On September 11, 2012, the US
embassy in Benghazi, Libya
was attacked. Ambassador Chris
Stevens and three other Americans were killed. It was a major
tragedy and records show that
Maria Sands, Hillary’s assistant,
forwarded e-mails saying that the embassy was under
attack.1 Hillary has had to testify in front of congress re-

Her most difficult initiation was in
1998 with the Monica Lewinsky
scandal. On the morning of January
21, Bill told her that some news would
be appearing in the paper but that it
wasn’t true. Her progressed Moon that
month was 5 degrees Aquarius conjunct progressed Black Moon Lilith,
which indicated the dark secrets her
husband was keeping. Solar arc ascendant was conjoined Saturn with SA
Moon square Saturn. Transiting Mars
that day was on Pallas Athena, and her
anger the next few days resembled that
of the warrior goddess Athena.
When she was elected the first female
Senator from New York, on November
7, 2000, her progressed Moon was 8
Pisces close to her MC. Progressed
Mars was 5 Virgo on her IC; she had
recently bought a house in New York.
Solar arc Moon was exactly on her
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Hillary left the State
department in 2013 when
Obama was sworn in for
his second term. She was
focusing on taking care
of herself, being a grandmother, writing another
book, and probably preparing for a 2016 run for
the White house.

garding this incident. Her progressed Moon was conjunct
Saturn at the time. Transiting Uranus was inconjunct her
Sun while Neptune was on her Pallas in the 9th house of
foreign affairs and travel. Neptune here indicates some
factors that will remain a mystery in terms of: what did
she know before hand and what part did she play in this
scenario?
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On April 12 of 2015,
Hillary announced her bid
for 2016 with a short video that was taped ahead
of time. She said her campaign would be a series of
trips to individual states
meeting with groups of
people and discussing
their issues. Her opening
was a populist message
focusing on the economy
and needs of various communities. Her progressed
ascendant is conjunct
Saturn now and her progressed Moon is opposite
her natal Moon. She is in
her full Moon phase of
the Lunation cycle. (This
would be true as well in
the AM chart.) Mars by
solar arc is sextile her
natal Saturn, and Pluto by
solar arc is inconjunct her
Nodes. (This also would
be true in the AM chart).
Transits that day were the
Sun trine her Saturn and
Jupiter on her Mars Pluto
conjunction. Jupiter had
gone direct a few days
before in 12 degrees of
Leo.
Looking ahead to 2016, what does the future hold for
Hillary? On November 8, 2016, Her progressed Moon is
20 Libra 45 sextile her natal Saturn. By solar arc, Neptune is 21 Sag. trine natal Saturn (this is also true in the
AM chart) and solar arc Venus is on the US Pluto at 27
Capricorn. (Again this is true in the AM chart.) Transits

for November 8 are Pluto at 15 Capricorn still going
through her seventh house and inconjunct her Mars/Pluto conjunction. Uranus at 21Aries will be exactly trine
her Saturn. Transiting Saturn will be 15 Sagittarius trine
the Mars/Pluto conjunction while transiting Jupiter is
conjunct her Neptune at 12 Libra. After debating Bernie
Sanders in the democratic primary, it is possible that
some of her positions may be more progressive and that
she will be more empowered to change the economic
disparity in the United States. Perhaps this will be more
possible with her solar arc Venus on the United States’
Pluto.
Endnotes
1
www.westernjournalism.com/judicial-watch-obtains-documents-proving-.
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